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1. 1:;)1(01.a.t;'Y .

Th's SU. :Ari,:cS proe,re:,:: on th! t:,-.!ve!orlent of a

math:lcutiel :1,del of the Illinois Library and inf.ornation Netwolk. Thu

main objeetiv, of t,J. proie;:t is to proauco a maLhe;Aatical model and

assciated co,:.2uror programs for us: by the State Library in eva3uation

and 0:3nning of the Illinois network. this goal is rather speeiric,

we are endeavoring to develop a gon.1,1-PI understanding of library networks

and a general model of their operation. With this point in mind, much of our

rese&rch has been directed at broad issues that have meaning for most ;ibrary

networks.

In Section II, we discuss the ILLINET model in general qualitative

terms of resources, demands, and network operating policies. The model is

basically a queueing network which predicts probability of a request being

satisfied, average time from initiation of a request to receipt of the

desired,resource, costs, and processing loads.

Using a hypothetical network, we consider two fairly general classes

of network operating policies; those that emphasize minimization of delay and

those that emphasize maximization of probability of success. With the ILL1NET

model, we show how network dispersion and the distribution of resources

affects the appropriateness of these two classes of policies. Combining

cost constraints and value judgements concerning the tradeoff between average

delay and probability of successfully satisfying a request, we briefly dis-

cuss choosing a specific network operating policy.

We consider how network performance (probability of success,

average delay, and costs) is affected by union listings of holdings, auto-

mated circulation at the individual resource libraries, and a computer-
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controlled network. Based on the cost reimbursement procedure in Illinois,

union listings appear to have significant economic benefit not to mention

the improved service possible with such listings.

The effect of processing load on average delay via queueing is

considered and shown to have the potential of substantially increasing proc-

essing times throughout the network. This increase either costs the requestor

in terms of delay or costs the network in terms of increased staffing and/or

productivity to maintain acceptable levels of service.

Section III discusses the future plans of our project which include

analysis of the Illinois network in light of the data currently being gathered

and the impact of possible applications of computer and communication technology.

In Appendix A, the equations currently incorporated in the ILLINET

model are derived. Appendix B includes a summary of the ILLINET Uieirs

Manual.

In this report, we have performed a rather detailed analysis of a

hypothetical networking situation. This was partially motivated by the lack

of recent data from the Illinois network. However, the main reason for

considering a hypothetical netwoA was to clearly illustrate the numerous

policy issues and how various network parameters might affect the resolution

of these issues.
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Ii. roLl....7 ,-,-_ ,,.; .:,ND THE A::ALYSIS OF A flYrotii!:IICAL ::LT,;01.K

A. Introduc-1. o%

::.ioc'e cur lo.sL projecL report, the 111..CET mode's la.,s been

considetably rk.v:.2ed Lind e;:t,n,:ed. It uow incorporates a distributed

queuing net,.:ork that allows for consiOeration of a rather robust set of

network operatin; policies. To facilitate use of 1LL1.0a as an v.naly:As and

design tool, the interactive features of the computer program have been

considerably enhnced.

In this section of this report, we want to discuss how 1111N ET

can be used to analyze a library/information network. We will stress inter-

pretation of model output and discussion of policy issues. The reader

interested in detailed assumptions and procedures is referred to the

Appendices.

B. The Model

We start with a set of geographically disperse resources and a

set of geographically disperse demands. Our goal is to match demands and

resources So as to maximize probability of satisfaction (fill rate), mini-

mize average delay in receiving the desired resource, and minimize the cost

of providing the service. Combining resources, demands, and a communication

protocol, we have a network. We will assume that the characteristics of the

resources and demands are relatively static. This leaves the communication

protocol or what we term the network operating policy as the means to achieve

the goals noted above.

ILLINET is a model that predicts the effects of network operating

policy on fill rate, average delay, cost, and processing loads. In essence,
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the IT(Nici is a hioe,lxilicAl cia,vin!,. I .4.'ork. It :s hierarchical in th ns

that different portions of the n(_-twork t n Le defined to have different levels

of responsi!dlit, . Queta_ing come; .'.to play then we callow the process ins

at a poi.nt in the network to be a function of the derliand oa that point.

To be censistent with the tcrclinology used in the Illinois network,

the resource points in the network will be called Centers. The points from

which demand elranotrs will be ralled Systems.* Demand can be catt.gn,-ized

according to subject area. We will refer to subject areas as classes.

C. Network Operating Policies

By network operating policy, we mean the prearradged paths of

requests through the network. Upon sending a request to a Center, three

things may happen. First, it may be satisfied and the desired resource

delivered to the requestor. If the request is not satisfied at the initial

Center, it may be forwarded to another Center. It is also possible that an

unsatisfied request is not forwarded, but is categorized as unfillable and

returned to the requestair.

For a given class of requests from a given System, the network

operating policy specifies the Center at which the request is initiated into

the Center level of the network and the subsequent routing of the request

should it fail to be satisfied at that initial Center. The specification

of the Center at which the request is initiated we have chosen to term

allocation. The choice of the path by which a request proceeds through the

In Illinois, Systems are the points at which the requests from local
libraries are aggregated for transmission to the Centers.
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'r tcrm c.po! . V:n(lcv,r roluo3t in sltinf'od, its pAth tete.in-tei

and des not continue to fo1.1m, specified routiv,;. Thuh, a r(quest need

not alwas b processeJ at every Center specified .in its route.

j requests that enter the network at Center i are termed type

ij req4ests. Associated with type ij requests is a routinr, vector r where

k refers to the k
th

Center to which a type ij request is routed if it has not

yet been satisfied. The lenLLh of the routing vector (the maximum k) is n..
3.3

which may take on values of 1, 2, ..., N where N is the number of Centers in

the network. The process by which a request proceeds along the route

specified by its routing vector is termed referral.

To decide on the routing of a request one must choose r and n
ijk ii*

One has N choices for the first Center at which a request will be processed.

One has N - 1 choices for the second Center, N - 2 choices for the third Center,

etc. Since we might choose values of nii.ranging from 1 to N, we find that the

total number of possible routing vectors for a type ij request is given by

N
E N!

i=1 (N-i)!

For example, if N = 4, the total number of possible routing vectors is 64

while N = 10 yields a total number of 9,864,000.

The above results could be applied to each class of requests from

each System. if there are L Systems and M classes, then there would be a

total of

N
LM E NI

i=1 (N-i)!
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po;sibl. pc.1.1(..ie.l. As nn c*.7.;,r10, if the . lre 16 Syarcra, r7af:ar:1, red 4

Centers, there are 8,1'.2 net:wt..1: operating policics. This gives

the reaCAt... an ide% of the cemple,ity of the prollom of eheosiug a prdic.,.

However, we nced not e:lecifi.calky consitler such a rout s(-t of

policies to pursue some of the general policy issues. Inste. d, we will con-

sider two class,s of policis and hof'y each might be rppropriaLe L. different

situations.

Before we define these policies, confider soxe of the basic trade-

offs involved in choosing a policy. To maximize probability of successfully

satisfying a request, the request should be sent to the Center most likely to

fill a request in that class. To minimize delay in satisfying a request:, the

request should be scut to the Center least distant (in delivery time) from the

requestor.* However, more often than not, the Center with the greatest
1

strength in a given resource class will not be the Center least distant from

the requestor. Thus, we have to trade off delay versus fill rate. In other

words, how many additional requests would have to be satisfied to justify

a given increase in average delay to all satisfied requestors?

One approach to resolving chis issue is to initially send requests

. to the least distant Center and then route those not satisfied to the Center

with the most strength in the desired resource class. The result is that some

requestors receive relatively fast service, but the remaining requestors

(those not satisfied at the least distant Center) Wait longer than they would

have if their requests had been initially sent to the Center with the most

strength *in the resource class. Whether or not this policy is acceptable.

*We are, for the moment, assuming that all Centers have approximately equal
processing times.
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00 dkptrLI,,1 kf 00 e Lor!:. t neLtir% tht

strk41. Cte.t..L car, not be distoi:t th.Lo Liu!.

it dept,ee.i tbe badrp!. nva:lohle slace rce,nertN sati.:.:4e4 at the

rearebt Cvntor and LY-11 routz.o to thn stron,t Cultcr tell incun p:otersirg

costs at :,oth ecntcrs.

Referrals not cnly result in increased total processing they

also v,sult in a hiOler procossini, load on the network. If tLe sLafflog or

the network is not increased, then increased processing load will result in

increased processing time (because of queueing). Thus, to keep processing time

within acceptable additional staff and/or new technology is necessary.

Whether or not this is feasible depends on whether or not the increased funds

generated by the additional processing load arc sufficie.nt to cover such

investment.

There are also other investment issues. Would a union list of the

network's holdings be a reasonable investment? We will show later how such a

list could result in substantial savings in network operating costs. What:

are the effects on network performance of automated circulation systems at

the Centers? Such systems would decrease processing time but, depending on

the reimbursement policy, may have little effect on network operating costs.

Would computerized allocation and routing of requests he of value? It

certainly would rake service more consistent and, if it could access a union

list of network holdings and automated circulation systems at the Centers,

could result in an almost instantaneous response to the requestor concerning
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whether or noi his rcquez,i, will be satisfiod. Eowever, it woeld nof. materiapy

aifect processi:4; tirle* at L..e Center . :Acre the request was satisfied or

delivery Life for the de.:,tred ri,Fource. The basic savings would be the time

and cost of referral.

The overall policy issues hinge on the tradeoffs between service

and cost and between the two mcasuros of service (fill rate and average delay).

In the next section of th.is report, we will quantitatively consider these

tradeoffs by analyzing a hypothetical network. W will consider policies that

attempt to MirliMiZtt delivery time (termcd "time" policies) and policies that

try to maximize fill rate (termed "strength" policies). Also, we will look

at the effects of referral on all three measures of performance.

D. A Hypothetical Network

We have two motivations for considering a hypothetical network

instead of an actual network. Our first reason is that there is not yet

sufficient and consistent data for the Illinois network to allow a rigorous

analysis. This condition will be remedied in the next few months and a

detailed analysis of the Illinois network will be the subject of our next

project report. The second reason for considering a hypothetical network

is that we can construct a network situation that will clearly illustrate

the important policy issues and avoid the obscurity brought on by statistical

effects and policy irregularities.

*It would not yield improvement in processing time beyond that resulting
from a union list and automated circulation.

13



A "map" of our hypothetical net.:;ork is shown in Figure 1.* There

are four resource Centers and sixteen Systems where requests from local

libraries nre aggregated for transmission to the Centers. The scale of our

map is in delivery time units. We assume that the four Centers are on the

corners of a square. The square has dimensions of D delivery time units on

a side and V2 D delivery time units across its diagonals. The distance

between each System and the closest Center is one delivery time unit.

D is our measure of the dispersion of the network. D may be

proportional to distance if the mode of delivery consumes time in proportion

to distance. However, the relationship between distance and time is not

-always as simple as one might suppose. For example, mail traveling within a

city may take longer to reach its destination than mail traveling coast-to-

coast. However, the point of this discussion is to note the effects of D and

not to consider how D might be measured.

We next want to consider the distribution of resources in the net-

work. For convenience, we will assume that there are eight subject areas or

its'classes and that the will satisfy a class j request with probability

pi will consider two resource distributions: uniform and skew. A

uniform distribution is such that all four Centers have equal values of .Pij

AskewdistributionissuchthatoneCenterhasahighvalueofwhileP_

theotherthreeCentershavelmandequalvaluesof...We will refer toPlj

the high value of as the "strong" fill rate and to the low value of pij

as the "weak" fill rate.

*The description of this hypothetical network and the data values assumed
are not meant to reflect the specific operation of the Illinois network.

14



C = Center
S = System
Scale = Delivery Time Units



With a uniform resource distribution, u cssurle that all Centers

have strong fill rates in all classes. With a skew resource distribution, we

assume that Center 1 is strong in classes 1 and 2 x,hile being weak in classes

3 through 6; Center 2 is strong in classes 3 and 4 while being weak in the

other classes; etc.

We will assume that each System receives and transmits an average

of 1,000 requests per, year in each class. With sixteen Systems and eight

classes, this results in a total of 128,000 requests per year.

If a request enters a Center without a call number, it is

"searched" to see if the Center owns the desired item. We will assume that

the cost and/or reimbursement for a search is $1.00. If a request is filled,

we will assume the cost and/or reimbursement to be $2.00.

In Appendix A, we discuss how each Center is composed of six

processes: in-process request, search, verify, obtain, out-process item,

and forward request. Initially, we have assumed that these processes

consume an average of 0.125, 0.500, 0.500, 0.500, 0.500, and 0.125 time

units respectively. Later in this report, we will consider the effects

of processing time being a function of demand.

We have now completely defined our hypothetical network. Its

symmetry and regularity are highly idealized. The advantage of this

idealization is that we now can consider the effects of network structure

and policies unencumbered by the differences in demand and policies among

the various Centers and Systems.

1.6



E. Analysis and Results

Before discussing our analysis, let us summarize the variables we

are considering.

1. Allocation policies: time and strength

2. Routing: n., = 1, 2, 3, 4

3. Dispersion: D = 3, 6, 9

4. Resource distribution: uniform and skew

5. Strong/weak fill rates: 0.5/0.3, 0.7/0.1

We are assuming a fixed average demand of 128,000 requests per year and

search/fill sreimbursement costs of $1.00/2.00.

For our first analysis, we assumed that all requests enter the

network without call numbers and that the only reason requests are not

filled is because the desired resource is not owned. Further, we assumed

the processing time is not affected by the level of demand (i.e., no queueing).

We will relax these assumptions and discuss them in more detail in later

analyses.

Tables I through IV are compilations of the output of ILLINET

for the assorted combinations of the variables noted above. It should be

stressed at this point that the specifics of the hypothetical network or,

for that matter, the specifics of the Illinois network are defined by the

input data for the ILLINET model and are not "hard wired" into the program.

Thus, analysis of different networks is accomplished by changing the data

and not the program.

1.7
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The performance measures in Tabies 1 and 11 arc total satisfied,

total cost, unit cost, and marginal unit cost. Since the total input to

the network is 128,000 requests per year, the total satisfied divided by

that number is the fill rate. Total cost includes all processing and

includes both satisfied and unsatisfied requests. Unit cost is the total

satisfied divided by the total cost. The margina] unit cost of referral is

the additional number of requests satisfied by the referral divided by the

additional cost incurred by the referral.

With a uniform resource distribution, the time and strength .

policies are identical since the nearest Center is always equal in strength

to any other Center. The appropriate policy in this situation is to initial-

ize a request at the nearest Center and, if not satisfied there, to refer it

to the next nearest Center, etc. until the funding is exhausted. The unit

cost and marginal unit cost of referral are identical and independent of the

number of referrals. Except for the possibility of exceeding budget limita-

tions, the only negative aspects of referral in a network with a uniform

resource distribution is the possible increase in processing time due to

increased demand on each Center.

It is unlikely that any actual network would have a uniform

distribution of resources. We present it merely as a point of reference

with which to compare other results.

If the distribution of resources is skew and we employ a time

allocation policy, then a request has a probability of (N - 1)/N of being

initialized at a weak Center. If it is not satisfied at this initial weak
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Strength
Distribution

Allocation
Policy 0

Number of Referrals
1 2 3

Total Satisfied Uniform Time 64,000 96,000 112,000 120,000

Skew Time 44,800 74,240 93,504 106,048

Skew Strength 64,000 83,200 96,640 106,048

Total Cost Uniform Time 256,000 384,000 448,000 480,000

Skew Time 217,600 359,680 451,968 511,552

Skew Strength 256,000 358,400 430,080 480,256

Unit Cost Uniform Time 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

Skew Time 4.86 4.84 4,u3 4.82

Skew Strength 4.00 4:31 4.45 4.53

Marginal Unit Cost Uniform Time 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00

Skew Time 4.86 4.83 4.79 4.75

Skew Strength 4.00 5.33 5.33 5.33

Number of Requests Satisfied, Total Costs, and Unit Costs

(Strong Fill Rate = 0.5, Weak Fill Rate = 0.3)

Table I

1.9
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Strength Allocation Number of Referrals
Distribution Policy 0 1 2 3

Total Satisfied Uniform Time 89,600 116,480 124,544 126,963

Skew Time 32,000 58,880 81,344 100,006

Skew Strength 89,600 93,44() 96,896 100,006

Total Cost Uniform Time 307,200 399,360 427,008 435,302

Skew Time 192,000 341,760 455,808 539,789

Skew Strength 307,200 353,280 394,752 432,077

Unit Cost Uniform Time 3.43 3.43 3.43 3.43

Skew Time 6.00 5.80 5.60 5.40

Skew Strength 3.43 3.78 4.07 4.32

Marginal : ?nit Cost Uniform Time 3.43 3.43 3.43 3.43

Skew Time 6.00 5.57 5.08 4.50

Skew Strength 3.43 12.00 12.00 12.00

Number of Requests Satisfied, Total Costs, and Unit Costs

(Strong Fill Rate = 0.7, Weak Fill Rate = 0.1)

Table II

LO
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Center and is referred, thore is a probability of (F 2)/(! - 1) that it

will be referred to another weak Center. If we continue this enumeration,

we fin(' that the probability of a request having been processed by a strong

Center increases with the number of referrals. Thus, the unit cost and

marginal unit cost decrease with number of referrals. The amount by which

these costs decrease is directly related to the difference between the strong

and weak fill rates. A large difference in these fill rates results in a large

decrease while a small enough difference results in negligible decrease (I and II).*

If we employ a strength allocation policy with a skew distribution

of resources, referral always results in a request going to a weak Center

since the strength policy, by definition, initiates a request at the Center

strongest in the class of interest. Thus, unit cost and marginal unit cost

increase with the number of referrals. If all of the weak Centers in each

class have equal weak fill rates, marginal unit cost will reach a constant

after one referral. The increase in these costs is greatest when the

difference between strong and weak fill rates is large (I and II).

Thus, these two classes of policies have opposite effects on unit

cost and marginal unit cost. The effects on total satisfied and total cost

immediately agree with intuition. Comparing the time and strength policies

for a skew resource distribution, we see that the strength policy results in

more satisfied requests and initially the total cost is higher. However, as

the number of referrals increases, the difference in total satisfied between

strength and time policies decreases and the total cost eventually changes

in favor of the strength policy.

*Numerals in parentheses are references to tables.
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If the four measures discussed above were the only considerations,

we would choose the strength policy and use as many referrals as allowed with-

in total cost, unit cost, and/or marginal unit cost constraints. However, we

also want to consider the average total tire or delay in satisfying a request.

The average delays for three values of our dispersion parameter D are sum-

marized in Tables III and IV.

We see that the average delay with the strength policy is initially

much higher than with the time policy and that this difference increases

markedly as the dispersion of the network increases. However, as the number

of referrals increases the average delays with the two policies become more

similar. In fact, if the difference between strong and weak fill rates is

large enough, tha strength policy can result in an average delay less than

that resulting with the time policy. (See Table IV for the skew resource

distribution.) This effect is seen as the number of referrals increases and

is due to the fact that the time policy results in requests staying in the

network longer.

Thus, we have seen the general effects of different allocation and

routing policies on our measures of performance. How do we resolve the trade-

offs and choose a specific policy? This is a large question which we do not

intend to address in general in this report. However, we can consider a

simplistic approach that illustrates how a policy might be chosen.

Let us assume that our budget is constrained to $400,000 and that we

are not concerned with unit costs or marginal unit costs. Further, assume

that we have made a rather arbitrary value judgement that the strength policy

22
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Network
Dispersion, D

Strength

Distribution
Allocation
Policy 0

Number of Referrals
1 2

3 Uniform Time 2.63 3.57 3.95 4.23

Skew Time 2.63 3.75 4.26 4.72

Skew Strength 4.49 4.46 4.85 5.02

6 Uniform Time 2.63 4.56 5.21 5.69

Skew Time 2.63 4.93 5.80 6.58

Skew Strength 7.02 7.20 7.38 7.55

9 Uniform Time 2.63 5.55 6.49 7.17

Skew Time 2.63 6.12 7.36 8.45

Skew Strength 9.58 9.75 9.93 10.10

Average Total Time to Satisfy a Request

(Strong Fill Rate = 0.5, Weak Fill Rate = 0.3)

Table III
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Network
Dispersion, D

Strength
Distrib'ition

Allocation
Policy 0

Number of Referrals
1 2 3

3 Uniform Time 2.63 3.28 3.47 3.56,

Skew Time 2.63 3.94 4.56 5.23

Skew' Strength 4.49 4.52 4.57 4.64

6 Uniform Time 2.63 3.96 4.30 4.45

Skew Time 2.63 5.31 6.37 7.47

Skew Strength 7.02 7.06 7.11 7.18

9 Uniform Time 2.63 4.65 5.14 5.36

Skew Time 2.63 6.69 8.19 9.74

Skew Strength 9.58 9.61 9.66 9.73

Average Total Time to Satisfy a Request

(Strong Fill Rate = 0.7, Weak Fill Rate = 0.1)

Table IV

24
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will, be used if the resulting per cent increase in average delay (over that

we would obtL:n with the time policy) does not exceed one half of the result-

ing percent increase in total satisfied.

Considering the skew resource distribution with strong and weak

fill rates of 0.5 and 0.3, respectively, we find that the time policy with

one referral and the strength policy with one referral satisfy our budget

constraint. The strength policy results in 12% more satisfied requests (I)

(than the time policy) and increased average delays of 247., 46%, and 59%

for D equals 3.0, 6.0, and 9.0, respectively (III). All of these per cent

increases in average delay exceed one half the per cent increase in total

satisfied and thus, the strength policy is rejected and the time policy

accepted.

Considering the skew resource distribution with strong and weak

all rates of 0.7 and 0.1, respectively, we fin that the time policy with

one referral and the strength policy with two referrals satisfy the budget

constraint. The strength policy results in 65% more satisfied requests (II)

and, for D equal 3.0, this is more than twice the percent increase in average

delay (IV). Thus, for D equal 3.0, the strength policy is preferred. However,

for larger values of D, the per cent increase in average delay exceeds one

half the per cent increase in requests satisfied and therefore, the time

policy is preferred.

Thus, we see that cost constraints, network dispersion, and the

parameters of the resource distribution affect the choosing of an appropriate

network operating policy. Even for somewhat similar networks, different

Z5

to,
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value judgemLats by the managers of each network may result in very different

policies being appropriate for each network. ILLINLT cannot make the value

judgements but it can provide the irformation necessary for the formulation

of policy decisions consistent with the network manager's value judgements.

Our neat analysis of the hypothetical network considered the effects

of having a union list of network holdings such that all requests enter the

Center level of the network with call number specified. In such a situation,

all requests are for owned resources and the only reason for a request not

being satisfied is unavailability. Thus, we adjusted the probability of a

resource being available to compensate for the difference in probability of

a resource being owned and the Center fill rate. As in our first analysis,

we assumed that processing time was unaffected by the level of demand.

Assuming a complete union list and that all requests are for

material contained in this list, we find that the resulting performance

measures significantly differ from those in Tables I through IV in only one

component: cost. With a complete union list, no requests would ever be

"searched" since a Center would know that any request sent to it is for a

resource owned by the Center. Thus, the total cost is simply the cost of

filling a request ($2.00) times the number of requests satisfied. The total

costs resulting for the various policies discussed above are summarized in

Table V. Note that cost savings can range up to almost $340,000 per year.

26
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Strong/Weak Strength Allocation Number of Referrals
Fill Rates Distribution Policy 0 1 2 3

0.5/0.3 Uniform Time 128,000 192,000 224,000 240,000

Skew Time 89,600 148,480 187,008 212,096

Skew Strength 128,000 166,400 193,280 212,096

0.7/0.1 Uniform Time 179,200 232,960 249,068 253,926

Skew Time 64,000 117,760 162,688 200,012

Skew Strength 179,200 186,880 193,792 200,012

Total Costs With a Complete Union List

Table V

While in actuality, one would probably not save as much as indicated

by the figures in Table V, this analysis does point out that savings might

justify the production of a union list of network holdings. As a by-product,

each individual library in the network would benefit from having a list of its

own holdings for use by local patrons, schools, etc.

A less impressive effect of the union list is the savings in time

"searching" the request. As the network becomes more disperse, this difference

becomes less significant. There is a potential here for savings in staff

costs but we have not analyzed the situation to determine the exact effects.

Actually, these savings would affect the individual library but not the net-

work since the network would no longer be paying for searching regardless of

the individual library's staffing decisions.
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Our last analysis concerns the effects of queueing in the network.

The specific queueing models incorporated in ILLINET are discussed in Appen-

dix A. The basic idea of queueing is as follows. If a process has a fixed

average rate at which it can serve requests (termed the service rate with

dimensions requests per unit time) then, as the rate at which requests arrive

increases, longer waiting lines will form and the total average time for a

request to be processed (including waiting) will increase. To facilitate

comparison between queueing and no queueing, we chose the service rates for

the various queues in the network so that the time policy (with no referrals)

in a network with a uniform resource distribution and strong fill rate of

0.7 would yield identical average processing times whether or not there was

queueing. Then we increased the number of referrals which resulted in

increased demand at each Center (more requests per unit time). Without

commensurate increases in the rate at which requests could be serviced (by

adding staff or new technology), the average delay in satisfying a request

increased as shown in Table VI. The delays in this table include the time

spent by requests waiting in queues, the time spent in actually being serviced,

and the time to deliver the requested resource.

The increase in average delay with queueing is not a function of

dispersion and thus, the per cent effect of queueing will decrease as

dispersion increases. This will be true regardless of the queueing model

we adopt.

This analysis with queueing has served to illustrate how queueing

can increase average delay and/or require increased staffing or new technology.
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If we were to go back and consider again the tradeoff between total requests
.

satisfied and average delay, we would find that referral would result in

increasing delay not only because of network dispersion but also because of

the increased processing load on each Center.

The queueing analysis could also be used to predict the additional

staffing required to maintain a given level of service. While we have not

yet added this option to ILLINET, it will be included in the future. Any

analysis that does not consider queueing effects is likely to ignore one of

the more important determinants of network performance.

Network Number of Referrals
Queueing Dispersion, D 0 1 2 3

No 3 2.63 3.28 3.47 3.56

Yes 3 2.63 4.36 5.28 5.70

No 6 2.63 3.96 4.30 4.45

Yes 6 2.63 5.04 6.11 6.59

No 9 2.63 4.65 5.14 5.36

Yes 9 2.63 5.73 6.95 7.49

Average Delays With and Without Queueing

Table VI

F. Conclusions

We have considered two fairly general classes of network operating

policies; those that emphasize minimization of delay and those that emphasize

maximization of fill rate. We have shown how network dispersion and the

0,;(1
114.04j
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distribution of resources affects the appropriateness of these two classes of

policies. Combining cost constraints and value judgements concerning the

tradeoff between delay and fill rate, we briefly considered choosing a specific

network operating policy.

We discussed network union lists, automated circulation, and

computer-controlled networks. Considering' the costs and benefits of each of

these alternatives, a network union list might result in substantial savings

in annual operating costs and thereby justify its production. Automated

circulation systems would have to be justified by the benefits to the

individual library as the benefit to the network would be unlikely to justify

the investment. The benefits of a computer-controlled network are numerous

and this interesting alternative is discussed in more detail in a later report.

When demand increases, waiting lines or queues form. Such queueing

was shown to substantially increase processing times throughout the network.

This increase in processing time is one of the costs of referral. It either

costs in service to the requestor or costs in increased staffing to maintain

acceptable levels of service.
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III. IN THE FUTURE

Our current efforts are in three areas. First, we are continually

trying to enhance the interactive features of ILLINET. One very important

aspect of this effort is policy formulation. As noted earlier, for any

reasonably complex network, there are thousands of possible network operating

policies. To enable the user of ILLINET to consider a large number of policies,

extensive on-line editing features have been developed that allow the user to

construct one policy from another and thus, avoid having to start from

scratch for each policy. This saves considerable time, but further improvements

are desirable and being explored.

A second area of research concerns using simulation to test the

queueing assumptions noted in our first report. The routing vector idea

has eliminated the need for assuming a lack of knowledge of a request's past

routing. Currently, we are investigating the probability distributions of

request interarrival times and service times. This should enable us to define

the range of applicability of ILLINET.

A third effort is aimed at investigating the impact of mini-computer

circulation systems at various points in a network. Also, the possibility of

a central switching computer for a whole network is being studied to determine

its feasibility in terms of cost and impact on service.

Our next project report will mainly consider analysis of the Illinois

network in light of the data that is currently being collected. This report

will discuss how data can be appropriately formatted and aggregated for the

model as well as the analysis.

31
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF MODEL EQUATIONS

This version of ILLINET assumes a single-level distributed network.

We will first consider the equations appropriate to such a network structure

and then derive equations for the flow within each processing point.

The network is illustrated below. N processing points or nodes

and M subject classifications are assumed. Class j requests enter the network

at node i at an average rates of Xij (requests/unit time). Associated with

each request is a "routing vector" rijohere k = 1,2,...,nij and nij ..'. N.

X
NJ

X
2j

3j

The routing vector specifies the nodes that the request will successively
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visit until it is either satisfied or reaches the last node specified by

. To illustrate, since a type ij request is by definition initiatedrijk

at node i, rij1 = i.

Defining p..
13

as the probability of satisfying a request in class

j at node i and P..1 as as the probability of satisfying a type ij request at the
13

h
k
t

node in its routing vector, we find*

-1
P.. =

k
n L l-p(r . j)] p (r ,j)

13k
2=1

i3Z, ijk
(1)

where p..
13

is assumed to be independent of a request's processing before enter-

ing node i. The probability of a type ij request with routing vector
r..k

being satisfied is given by

n..
1j

p., = E P..,
13 13K

k=1

And, the average probability of satisfying a request at the node where it

entered the network is given by

N .

P. = E A.. p. E. X..
1

i=1 i=1 13

(2a)

(2b)

while the cumulative probability of satisfying a class j request is given by

M Ti

P. = E A,. P. E A
j , 1.) 13 .

3=L 3=1

*Subscripts are sometimes bracketed for clarity. However, the meaning
does not change. For example p.. and p(ij) are equivalent. Also, for

k-1
13

k= 1 , 17 ( ) land E ( ) AO.
.6 =1 1=1

(2c)
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and the overall probability of satisfying a request given by

N N N M
P= E E X..P.. E E X..

i=1 j=1 13 13 i=1 j=1 13
(2d)

We should note here that the subscript i in equations (2) indicates the node

at which the request entered the network and not necessarily the node at

which it was satisfied.

To determine the average time frc.,1 when the request enters the

network until the requested document or information is delivered, define

w.. and w..
13

as the average processing times for class j requests satisfied

and not satisfied at node i, respectively. Also, define t, as

13

the

L1123
average time to deliver the class j document or information when the request

entered the network at node i
1
and was satisfied at node i

2' 1
t. . includes

23

,only delivery time and not processing time. With these definitions, we find

that the average processing plus delivery time for a type ij request,

satisfied at the k
th

node in its routing vector, is given by

k-1

Wijk
= E w (r

ijA,
j) + (r ) + t (i, )

L=1 ijk,i
rijk,j (3)

Defining D..
13

as the expected value of the total time from initiation of the

request into the network until delivery of the requested document or informa-

tion,

n
ij

D = E P.. W.. /P.. .
ij 13k 13k 13 (4a)

The expected total time to satisfy a request entering the network at node i

is given by
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v

M m
D. = E X X. D.. E X.

1.)
j=1 j=1 1J

while the expected total time to satisfy a class j request is given by

N N
D = E X D. E X
J i=1

ij ij ij
i=1

and the expected total time to satisfy a request is given by

N M N M
D =E EX. D.. T E X.

i=1 j=1 iJ 1J i=1 j=1 li

To determine t. . ., we need to know the source of requests entering the
1
1
1
2
3

network at node i. Define X
ijk

, k = 1,2,...,L, as the rate at which

class j requests from source k enter the network at node i. Further

let t
ik be the average time to deliver a document or information from

node i to source k. Then,

L
t
i
1
i
2
j
=

k
E
=1

X
i
1
jk

t
i
2
kX i

1
j

Next, we want to determine the processing load on each node

in the network. Each node must process not only X.. but also requests
1.)

referred to it from other nodes. Define A
ij

as the total class j

processing load on node i. This is easily calculated recursively by

intializing A
ij

= 0 for all i, j and then using

k-1
Au. ,,j) =

3

ii( ,j) 4. 11 [1.-p(r1.. ,j)] Xij
2rijk 21

ci.,
..? e.."

,,..)

(4b)

(4c)

(4d) .

(5)

(6a)
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for i = 1,2,...,N; j = 1,2,...,M ; k = 1,2..,n... The total processing
1]

load on node i is given by

M
A.
1.

= E A(i,j)
._.
J-1

while the total class j processing load is given by

N

A.. = E A(i,j)
3 -i-1

and the total network processing load is given by

N M
A = E E A(i,j).

i=1 j=1

Also of interest is the satisfied processing load. Defining

as the average rate of type ij requests that are satisfied,Aij

it3.].. = p.. A.
3.] ii

The average rate of satisfied requests entering the network at node i is

given by

M
A. = E A

/...]
3=1

while the average rate of satisfied requests for class j requests is

given by

N

A = E
. i

AJ
1.---,.

36

(6b)

(6c)

(6d)

(7a) .

(7b)

(7c)
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And the total average rate of satisfied requests is given by

N M
A= E E A..

1=1 j=1
13

Defining X as the total rate of requests entering the network

N M
X = E E X..

1=1 j=1 13

we should note that A is usually much greater than X since requests are

often processed at more than one node. A can be no greater than X since

the network cannot satisfy any more requests than are input.

Thus, X is the network input rate, A is the network output rate,

and A is the network processing load. P is the probability that a request

is satisfied while D is the average time required from initiation of the

request into the network until the requester receives the desired document

or information.

Each processing node is, in itself, a network. The model

adopted is shown below. We will term the processing nodes in this model

(7d)

(8)

37
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as subnodes. Subnode 1 represents in-processing of requests. Subnode 2

represents the search of the catalog to determine if the material requested

is owned. Subnode 3 represents the obtaining of the material. Subnode 4

represents the preparation and out-processing of the material. Subnode 5

represents verification of the request in the sense of checking the

correctness of the information supplied with the request. Subnode 6

represents the out-processing of unsatisfied requests. The output of

subnode 6 is A, which equals A. minus A.
1.

After a type ij request completes processing at subnode 1, it

iireceedstesuhnede3withprobabilitycijand to subnode 2 with probability

1 - c..3.3 , where cij represents the probability that a request enters supplied

with the tall number of the desired material.

After processing at subnode 3, a type ij request proceeds to

subnode 4 with probability aij and to subnode 6 with probability 1 - a..

where aij represents the probability that the desired material is owned

but not available.

After processing at subnode 2, the request may proceed to subnode

3ifthedesiredInaterialisoWned(wielprobability0ii). Or, it may

proceed to subnode 6 if the desired material is not owned (with

probability 1 . Or, if the request is unverified (information not

theckedforcorrectness,withprobabilityl-v..3.3 ), the request might

be forwarded to subnode 6 with probability fij. Otherwise, the unverified

request (with probability vij) proceeds to subnode 5 (with probability

1- f_.).

After processing at subnode 5, a successfully verified request

(with probability s..ij ) is sent back to subnode 2. Otherwise, the request

proceeds to subnode 6.
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With these various probabilities defined, we now want to

determine the processing load on each of the subnodes. Let A
ijk

be the

average rate of class j requests entering the k
th

subnode of node i. A

moderate amount of bookkeeping yields

A. = A
i31 ij' (9a)

Aij2 = [1 + s..(1 f
ij

)(1 - vi.)] (1 c ) A. , (9b)
ij

A
ij3 13

= (c.. + o.. [11
i3

. + s..(1 - f..)(1 v..)][1 - c
ij

]) A
i3

., (9c)13 13 13 13

Auti = aij(cij + oij[vij + sij(1 fij)(1 vii)][1 - c..])A.
/

(9d)
13 1j

Aij5 = (1 - fij)(1 - vij)(1 cij) Aij, (9e)

Aije, = (1 - a o, [v + sij(1 fij)(1 vii)])(1 (9f)

Summing over classes yields

A
i.k

= Z A
ijk (10)

where A. A and Ai6 equal A , A. and A respectively.
.1.1/ i.4/ i. i./

Now we want to consider the processing time required to pass

through node i. Define w
ik

as the average time to be processed at the

k
th

subnode of node i. From a queueing standpoint,
wik

is related to

Ai.k However, we will ignore this relationship until later in our

discussion. Defining 1). as the average delay experienced by a class j
3.3
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request being satisfied at node i, we find that

6
...

w
ij

= E
k=1

a
'ijk

w
ijk

aiji = 1,

aij2 = (aij oij[vij + 2sij(1 - fij)(1 - vij)][1 - cii])/a,

a1.j3 = 1,

aij4 1,

a
ij5

= a
ij

o
ij

s..(1 - f..)(1 vij )(1 cij Va,13 1]

a
ij6

= 0
'

a = a
i]
.(c

ii 1.1 l
+ o..tv.

i 1
+ s..(1 - fij)(1 vij)3[1 cij]).

Similarly, define iii., as the average delay experienced by a class j
ij

request as it passes through node i unsatisfied. This quantity is given by

6

7ij = E
k 1

0
ijk w ik

=

40

(12)
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where

613.. = 1,
'

13i.j2 13
= ([(1 - o..) + o..(1 - a. )][v. + 2s..(1 - f..)(1 v..)]

3.3 1j ij 3.3 3.3 3.3

+ [(1 - s..)(1
3

f..13 ) + f..)[1 - v..])(1 c1..)/B,13 13 13

13ij3 = (1 - a..)(c.. +
o..[v..

+ s..(1 - f..)(1 - v..)][1 c..])/O,13 1j 13 13 13 13 13 13

3sibs
.(s.[0.-0.)-1-

0..(1 - a1..)] + [1 s
i3
])1j 1j 13

(1 - f..)(1 vij )(1 c
ij

)/O,13

= 1.
13ij6

6 = (1 - a..)c
1

. + Uvij + sij
3.3

(1 - fij)(1 - v..))
13

M - oil) + o..(1 - a..13 )]
13

+ 1(1 - s
ij

)(1 - f..) + ][1 - v
ij

])(1 - )fib) cij

All that remains in our derivation, is the determination of w
ik

for use in equations 11 and 12. Each of the subnodes in a processing node

can be modeled as a queueing system as follows.

Requests flow into the k
th

subnode of the i
th

node with an average

rate of Ai.k. These requests often arrive in batches. They queue up until

a staff member (called the server takes all of the requests in the queue

and services them as a batch. The server processes each request in the

batchatanaveragerateof Pike Upon completion of servicing the batch,

the server puts the requests in the queues of the appropriate succeeding

subnodes and returns to his queue to pick up the next batch.

...;./4
,-;ems.
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Requests experience delays in two ways. First, while waiting in

the various queues, delay is experienced. Second, while in servicing, a

request not only experiences the time required for its own servicing, but

also must endure the time required to process every other member of the

batch. Only then are all the requests passed on to appropriate succeeding

subnodes.

The average total delay experienced wik is related to the proba-

bility distributions of which Aik and uik are parameters. If

increases and
wik is to be maintained, u

ik must be increased either by

increased staffing or productivity. If pik cannot be increased, wik will

increase as li.k increases. Thus, an increased allocation of demand to a

given network node results in increased service costs and/or increased

processing delays.

We would like an equation that relates wik to Ai.k and uik.

Several approximations have been investigated but comparisons of these

relationships with simulation results have caused us to reject these

formulations and continue our search for an appropriate analytical expres-

sion. The difficulty we are encountering is basically in finding a simple

expression which does not require extensive analytical gymnastics every

time A
i.k is changed.

The simulation results are, in themselves, interesting and of

use. A FORTRAN queueing simulation was developed and tested by simulating

queueing situations where the analytical solution was known. These tests
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produced statistically acceptable comparisons and thus validated the

simulation. Simulating the queueing situation described above and fitting

a function to the results, we found that
wik

can be approximately predicted

using

Wik -
Bik

. 1

where

Pik (1 -
ik

)1.15
(13)

Pik Ai4c/Pik < 1,

Bik = incoming constant batch size.

The simulation incorporated exponential interarrival and service times and

constant incoming batch size. However, if we continue to use simulation,

different interarrival and service time distributions may be employed as well

as allowing for varying incoming batch size.

Equation 13 can also be used to predict the Pik necessary to

achieve a given wik. This would be of use for predicting the staffing

and/or productivity increase necessary to meet anticipated changes in demand.

Summarizing our queueing results, we feel that more effort is

needed in this direction perhaps along the line of predicting wik for a

general incoming batch size distribution and general service time distribu-

tion. We plan to pursue these items and present them in later reports.
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APPENDIX B

SUMMARY OF ILLINET USER'S MANUAL

This Appendix includes the first section of the four sections

of the ILLINET User's Manual. This first section of the Manual summarizes

the use of the ILLINET model while the remaining three sections have de-

tailed descriptions of model usage. Because of its length, we have not

included the whole Manual. However, those readers interested in the whole

Manual, will be furnished a copy upon their request.
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1.0 Introduction

ILLIVEI is an interactive computer model for the desifn anr'

evaluation ,f hierarchical library' /information network,. The acronym

ILLINET has two meanings. For this computer program, ILLIMET stands for

Interlibary Loan and Information Network Model. Also, ILLIVIT is the

name of the Illinois Lib.ary and Information Network under whose support

this computer rodel is being, developed. However, we want to stress the

fact that the ILLINET model has a general structure that is not specific

to any particular network and can be used to design and evaluate a

variety of network situations. The specific network of interest is

defined by input data to the model as will be discussed in later

sections of thic-. User's Manual.

ILLIMET models the following situation. We have a set of

neforarlhically disperse resources and a set of geographically disperse

demands. Cor,hining these resources, demands, ,and a communication

protocol, wP have a network. The comrunication protocol is termed the

retwork operating policy. ILLINET predicts the effects of network

operating policy on the following:

(1) nrobability of a request for a resource being satisfied
(fill rate)

(2) average time from initiation of a request until the
requestor receives the desired resource (delay)

(3) network operating costs
(4) etwork processing load.

To be consistent with the terminology used in the Illinois network,

the reourcP points in the network are called Centers. The points from

which derane emanates are called Systems. Demand is catenori7ed into

clan -es 'which can represent subject areas, requestor status,etc.
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This Un.r',.. flanual is composed of three main sections in additior

to this inf-oeuctory section. The first section deals with the input

data for ILLWFT that characterizes re-ources, demands, processine

tires, etc. Also, in this section, we discuss editing of data files.

The second s-ction deals with the formulation and editing of netwirk

operating policies. The final section deals with running the network

model and int^rnreting the results.

1.1 How to Start and End ILLINET

We assure the user is familiar with the log-in and log-off

procedures of the specific computer he is accessing. This section of

the manual will describe how the user begins Interacting with ILLINET

and how to exit from ILLINET.

- -
Once the user has properly logged-in to his specific computer, he

will receive a signal that indicatesbe may access any files available

to him. Again it is the u_^r's responsibility to be familiar with the

spec'fic coreuter he is using. In the case of the DEC System. 10, the

user is notified by a period. This period is sometimes referree to as

the monitor level. Other computers signal the user in a similar way

although they -ay not use the period or specifically refer to the

monitor level.

At the ronitor level, the user is able to execute the ILLINET

prooram. He enters RU ILLINET which in fact means run ILLIrET. ILLIVET

will irmediat-ly respond with a 'er'. The following illustrates how the

user begins execution of ILLINET and ILLINET'S first response:

.pu ILONET
*
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Throuohout this manual we vill present examples of interaction vith

ILLINET. The underlined segments indicate user input. All

non-underlined response is generated by ILLINET. (In the above example,

the period is not generated by ILLINET but by the specific computer

facility boing accessed by the user).

The '*. is a signal that ILLINET is waiting for inforratior to be

entored by the user. After receiving the ',v., the user ray enter the

following options:

(1) a "simple" carriape return
(2) a "procedure" name followed by a carriage return.

For ourposes of this manual, we will define a "simple" carriage

return a- the user inputting only a carriage return. (For a given line

of input, a simple carriage return is never preceded by other user

input). Entering a simple carriage return at the '*' level of ILII:!LT

will ene execution of the program. The user will subsequently be

returnee to the monitor 1-vel (sipnaled by a period in the case of the

DEC System 10). At this point the user may log-off or access any other

files available to him. The user should take note that all input must

be terminated with a carriage return (sometimes referred to as the send

key).

The word "procedure" has a special meaning in ILLINET and will be

defined in the following section. The various procedures available are

summarised in section 1.2.1 ane described in detail later in this

manual. The user will have a better understanding of how to

successrully utilize these procedures if he reads the entire manual
1

before at the terminal.
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1.? Interaction with ILLINFT

To Interact with ILLINET, the user must provide "procedures" and

snoc'ficatir,m". A "procedure" invokes a particular operation such as

editino, input/output,etc., while a "specification" indicates the data

file or eler-rts on which the chosen operation is to be performed.

General!), ye can describe procedures as user initiated. Initiatinp

a particular procedure will cause ILLINET to ask the user to specify

sore information or data. These specifications are procedure dependent.

In other word-, the user chooses the procedure while ILLINET asks for

the necessary snecifications to perform the desired procedure.

The procedures described In this manual have the following general

functions:

(1) access, ed:ting, and display of the input
data files characterizing the network's demand
level, fill rate, delivery time, and
reimbursement schedule.

(2) creation, access, and editing of network operatinp
Policies which define the allocation and routing
of reouests to various resource nodes in the network.

(3) operating upon specified data with the model
to predict network performance.

Th "se functi-,ns are described in the following four subsections.

1.2.1 Procedures

The purnose of procedures in ILLINET can briefly be described in

terms of their operations. At the end of this subsection there is a

list of procedure names and operations.
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Procedu: are input by the user after receivine the '*' fror

ILLINET. ILLWET will only understand a procedure if it is entered at

the "*' love'. During a cession with ILLINET the user will probably

utilize most of the procedures. Since he can enter only rne nroce:41,re

at a time, h,' rlist direct his interaction with ILLINET in such a ,ay

that he retorts to '*' level. The aeneral strategy for escapinn from a

nrocedure and reaching the '*' level Is to enter a simple carriaae

return in response to every specification asked for by ILLINET. (For

the . definitinn of simple carriage return see section 1.1.) Upon

returning to the '*' level, the user can then select another procedure.

Full exolarati n of all procedures are given in this manual. The

spec'fication requirements and the way in which one can exit from a

nrocedure a-e explained in the sections corresponding with the

procedures.

Any procedure name followed by an 'H' indicates to ILLJNT that the

user needs help. ILLINET responds by referring the user to the section

or subsection of this manual which explains the procedure entered by the

user. For eyarple, suppose the user wants to know the names of the data

files which he can view at the terminal. Since this is related to the

DSDAT procedure the user would enter:

*p SDITH
SEE SECTION 2.1 OF THE USER'S MANUAL
*

The following list briefly describes the procedures. For more detailed

explanation see the sections in this manual that correspond with the

,s.rocedures.
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Nae Operation

DATA ORIEN'ED PROCEDURES:

PSDAT Displays data file at the terminal
or output all data files as bardc.npy
on the lineprinter.

EDDAT Makes changes in elements of the
data files.

SVDAT Stores data files (on disk) which
have usually been edited. Edited
versions of data files are thus
available to the user during a later
session.

RDDAT Makes data files available (from
disk) to the model. Used to restore
the version of the data file as it
existed before ah edited version.

POLICY-fl IENTED PROCEDURES:

MAKF Creation of network policies.

LIST Listing at the terminal of
existing policies by identifying
number and label.

DELETE Deletes policies as specified by the
user.

COPY Duplicates policies as specified by
the user.

RELPL Changes policy label as specified
by the user.

EDPOL Changes in allocation or routing
of the network nolioies a- specified
by the user.

SVPOL

RDPOL

Stores network policies (on disk)
created by the user. Access to
previously created policies is
possible during a later session.

Makes available (from disk) to the
user previously stored network
policies.
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RUN

RUN()

1.2.? Specifications

Pacte 9

Executes the model for specified
policies, without the queueing
option.

Executes the model for specified
policies, with the queueing option.

A specification is information that ILLINET requires to perform the

operation indicated by the user's choice of a procedure. A single

ouestion mark indicates that ILLINET is requesting a specification and

waiting for user Input. Specifications may be generally grouped as

(1) data file name
(2) data file ^lement (numerical value)
(3) center abbreviation
(4) system abbreviation
(5) class or subject abbreviation
(6) table name
(7) policy number
(8) policy label
(9) allocation vector for a policy

(10) routing vector for a policy.

In the rollowing example ILLINET asks the user to specify a data file

name :

FILE ? DEMAND

This specification may have been requested after the user entered the

DSDAT procecure. Detailed explanation of specification options is found

in each section of this manual corresponding with a procedure.

User

Typopra-,hical errors and misspellings are checked by ILLINET. The

is (liven a list of abbreviations or names acceptable for the

particular specification query, and asked for input again. For example:
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CEVTI-T. ? CT5
? ? CFNTERS: CT1,CT:',CT3,CT4
UTTER ?

The double ouhstion mark indicates ILLINET does not understand the last

input and a list of acceptable input options will follow. The user is

repeatedly w.ked for input until an acceptable specification is entered.

Note that a'simple carriage return is an acceptable response and

will cause ILLINET to exit from the specification question. In some

cases, this will result in return to the 'I:** level or, in ether cases,

to a more general specification level.

1.2.3 Data and Policies

Data and -etwork policies are the quantitative input to the model.

Procedures and specifications are the communication tools which cause

ope-ations be performed upon the data and policies.

Before the model is rxecuted, data files and network policies must

be available. Data files are made available to the model automatically.

The user is not: required to define which data files are available for

the model. However, if the user has utilized the EDDAT procedure at

some time, it is his responsibility to know which version cf the data

files the rodel is using. See section 2.2 for an explanation of the

EDDAT procedure.

Network holicies provided to the model must be input by the user.

Policies can he input using the RDPCL procedure to access previously

stored policit's (from disk). Or, the MAKE procedure can he used to

construct nr..: policies. Often , a new policy can be formed by editing
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an old policy using the EDPOL procedure. For an explanation of network

policies see section 3.0.

1.2.4 Runnino the Model

While rr-st of our previous discussion has focused on preparation

and editing (If data files and policies, the heart of ILLIVET is the

network model. Basically, the model is a distributed queueing network.

It is distributed in the sense that any node can communicate a request

to any other rode. Queueing comes into play when we choose the

procedure that allows processing time at a node to be a function of the

demand on that node (because higher demand results in longer waiting

lines).

Running the model involves only the choice between two procedures.

The RUN procedure is used to predict network performance in the absence

of cwoueing. The user may select this procedure because he wants to

comare performance with and without queueing to see the magnitude of

the queueing effects. Or, the user may select the RUN procedure because

he has insufficient data to consider queueing. The RUN procedure is

discussed in section 4.1.

The RUNQ procedure is used when one wants to consider queueing

effects. It requires a little more data than the RUN procedure (see

discussion of SRVTIM file in section 2.1.3) but is a more realistic

repr-sentation of a library/information network. The RUNQ procedure

will eventually be programmed to predict the increased staffine

necessary to keep processing time within acceptable limits in the face

of increaser demand. However, this version of RUNQ is not yet
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available. The RUNQ procedure 4s discussed in section 4.2.
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